Variogram estimation plays a vastly important role in spatial modeling. Different methods for variogram estimation can be largely classified into least squares methods and likelihood based methods. A general framework to estimate the variogram through a set of estimating equations is proposed. This approach serves as an alternative approach to likelihood based methods and includes commonly used least squares approaches as its special cases. The proposed method is highly efficient as a low dimensional representation of the weight matrix is employed. The statistical efficiency of various estimators is explored and the lag effect is examined. An application to a hydrology data set is also presented.
Introduction
The variogram is a fundamental tool in the modeling of spatial processes. For a spatial stochastic process Z (s) defined on D ⊂ R 2 , if it has a constant mean: E(Z (s)) = µ for all s ∈ D, and its variogram 2γ (s 1 − s 2 ) ≡ Var(Z (s 1 ) − Z (s 2 )) for s 1 , s 2 ∈ D only depends on the displacement between the locations, s 1 − s 2 , then Z is intrinsically stationary. A process is isotropic if its variogram is dependent on the absolute distance, not the relative direction, between locations, i.e., 2γ (s 1 − s 2 ) = 2γ (∥s 1 − s 2 ∥) where ∥ · ∥ denotes the Euclidean distance, and geometric anisotropic if Z (Hs) is isotropic for some invertible matrix H ̸ = I. The variogram is widely used to quantify the spatial variability of many physical processes and is essential for obtaining accurate spatial predictions. Some examples are from mining (Matheron, 1963; Journel and Huijbregts, 1978) , forestry (Moeur, 1993) , hydrogeology (Kitanidis, 1997; Yu et al., 2003) , soil science (Heuvelink and Webster, 2001; McGrath et al., 2004) , epidemiology (Kleinschmidt et al., 2000; Wong et al., 2004) , meteorology (Haylock et al., 2008) and many others (Isaaks and Srivastava, 1989; Cressie, 1993; Webster and Oliver, 2007) . In practice, the variogram is usually unknown and needs to be estimated from the data. To model the spatial relationships, especially for spatial predictions, it is crucial to obtain variogram estimates with high statistical efficiency and also low variance.
A graphical assessment of the variogram estimate can be achieved using a variogram cloud, that is a plot of squared differences of observations versus pair-wise distances. The variogram cloud has the advantage of displaying the individual contributions to the overall variogram from all pair-wise distances (Müller, 1999) . Compared to a variogram cloud, the empirical variogram is widely used in variogram estimation because it is more robust to modeling assumptions and provides more information in identifying an appropriate model form for the variogram. The classical empirical variogram estimator is based on the method of moments (Matheron, 1962) ,
where N(h) = {(s 1 , s 2 ) ∈ D ⊂ R 2 : s 1 − s 2 = h} with cardinality |N(h)|. To eliminate the constraint of considering pairs of sites with exactly h lag apart, some modifications of the classical empirical variogram are proposed to use a tolerance region or group distances into bins (Cressie, 1993) . There are also other variations of the empirical variogram to take care of the susceptibility to outliers through robust variogram estimators based on |Z(s 1 ) − Z (s 2 )| 1/2 (Cressie and Hawkins, 1980) or other highly robust scale estimators (Genton, 1998a) . Fitting the empirical variogram directly using nonparametric methods may not necessarily produce a valid variogram. In practice, variogram estimation is usually done by first assuming a parametric form that is known to be conditionally negative definite and then estimating the parameters to ensure that the estimated variogram is close to the empirical variogram of the data. Refer to Cressie (1993) for a list of popular choices of variogram models.
Least squares and likelihood based methods are the two approaches that are commonly adopted for fitting variogram models to spatial data. The least squares method fits a parametric model by minimizing a quadratic distance measure between the empirical variogram 2γ (h) (or some other nonparametric variogram estimators) and the parametric model 2γ (h, θ) where θ ∈ R p denotes p unknown parameters. More specifically, for a variogram estimated at K discrete lags, the parameter vector θ is estimated by minimizing
where 2γ is a K × 1 vector of the empirical variogram at K lags, V (θ) is a K × K non-negative definite matrix characterizing the dependence structure and different variabilities of 2γ among the K lags.
The weights assigned to different lags are embedded in the inverse matrix V (θ) −1 , and how these weights are allocated is in fact directly linked with the type of least squares estimation. For example, when the empirical variogram values are assumed to be uncorrelated with same variance, V (θ) reduces to the identity matrix, corresponding to having equal weight to all lags and leading to the ordinary least squares (OLS) estimate. The weighted least squares (WLS) estimate is when V (θ) is chosen to be some diagonal matrix with specified variances along the diagonal; see Cressie (1985) and Genton (1998c) , among others, for different choices of weights. The generalized least squares (GLS) estimate is when V (θ) is set to be the asymptotic covariance matrix of the empirical variogram, i.e., V (θ) = Var(2γ), and only assigning equal weight to all pairs with equal lag. Zhu and Stein (2002) proposed to define generalized variograms using linear filters where the horizontal, vertical and diagonal increments can be treated separately under a variogram setting. Under an increasing domain regime, all least squares estimates, including the OLS, WLS and GLS estimates, are consistent and asymptotically normal, with the GLS estimates being asymptotically statistically efficient among all (Lahiri et al., 2002) . Despite the statistical efficiency of the GLS estimates, the facts that GLS requires the full covariance matrix that is difficult to obtain and consists of a nonlinear optimization make GLS less appealing to implement in practice. WLS is often employed as an alternative as it is a compromise between OLS and GLS.
Likelihood based methods are convenient tools for variogram estimation when a distributional assumption, usually normality, is valid. Maximum likelihood (ML) methods have been developed for stationary isotropic Gaussian process models for regularly and irregularly spaced locations, and large data sets problem using different approximation methods, many of which have been reviewed by Sun et al. (2012) . When the mean parameter of the process is unknown and needs to be estimated, ML usually underestimates the variability of the process as it assumes the mean parameter is known (Stein, 1999, Section 6.6) . Restricted maximum likelihood (REML) is useful for this problem as it maximizes the likelihood for linear combinations of the observations whose means are independent of the unknown mean parameter (Patterson and Thompson, 1971; Kitanidis, 1983) . REML produces estimates with less bias compared to that from the ML estimation, especially when the number of parameters is large relative to the sample size (McGilchrist, 1989; Tunnicliffe-Wilson, 1989; Kang et al., 2003) , and is also less computationally involved in practice. Compared to likelihood based methods, an alternative is via estimating equations. For example, for stationary Gaussian processes, Kaufman et al. (2008) , Stein (2013) and Sun and Stein (2016) proposed different types of biased or unbiased estimating equations for covariance function estimation. In this paper, we develop new and flexible unbiased estimating equations to fit variogram models. The proposed method provides an alternative approach to the likelihood based methods, and includes the commonly used OLS, WLS and GLS as its special cases. Our method is highly efficient as a low dimensional representation of the weight matrix is adopted. The asymptotic properties of the estimators and the effect of lag set are explored. We illustrate our methodology for both lattice data and irregularly spaced data.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first describe the estimating equations approach, present our low rank approximation procedure, and then demonstrate how this framework can be used to generalize many widely used estimators. We end this section by presenting their theoretical properties. We investigate the statistical efficiency of different estimators constructed using our approach and examine the lag effect using a series of numerical studies and simulations in Section 3. The application of the proposed method is illustrated using a hydrology data set in Section 4. We conclude with a discussion of the proposed method.
Methodology

Estimating equations
} be an intrinsically stationary and isotropic Gaussian process. Assume the mean of the process is zero for simplicity. The semivariogram (half of the variogram) is
where θ ∈ R p is a p × 1 vector of the unknown parameters that are to be estimated from the data. Suppose data are observed on a regularly-spaced rectangular grid {(i, j) : i = 1, . . . , ℓ; j = 1, . . . , ω}, we define the squared increments process as
, where both Y and γ are n × 1 vectors, and n is the total number of increments used to form Y.
Since E(Y) = 2γ(θ), an estimator of θ can be obtained by solving the unbiased estimating equations
where W(θ) is an n × p weight matrix dependent on θ and 0 p is a p × 1 vector of zeros. Let D(θ) be the first order partial derivative of 2γ(θ) with respect to θ, and V(θ) be the covariance matrix of Y, then the most efficient form of W(θ) is given by
Finding W(θ) can be challenging because it involves computing the inverse of an n × n matrix V(θ) where n can be quite large, or solving V(θ)W(θ) = D(θ). We propose to useW(θ) to approximate W, whereW(θ) is an m × p weight matrix, such
where A is an n × m binary matrix and m ≪ n. Thus, the estimating equations becomẽ
where the dimension of the matrix to be inverted, A T V(θ)A, is m × m, much smaller than before. With a predetermined A that is explained in more details below, we can solve the estimating equations using nonlinear solver. We used nleqslv to solve systems of nonlinear equations in R. The method adopted is a Broyden method that is a quasi-newton method. It begins by computing a Jacobian of the function and then updates the Jacobian after each successful iteration. This method demonstrates linear convergence towards a solution (Hasselman, 2015) .
The structure of the low dimensional representation AW(θ) implies which increments and how the increments are used to estimate the variogram. Increments corresponding to identical rows in A have equal weight as these increments will be multiplied by the same weight inW. We call these increments belong to the same category. Let Ω be the collection of all categories considered and the total number of categories |Ω| = m.
contains all the squared increments ordered by category. For i = 1, . . . , n, and j = 1, . . . , m, the n × m matrix A is defined as follows: An illustration of some segments on a 7 × 7 grid is presented in Fig. 1 to facilitate the understanding of these examples.
Examples
Example 1 The simplest example to demonstrate this idea is when we classify increments using their lags, so Ω is the collection of all the different lags considered (hereafter referred as the lag set following Zhu and Stein (2002) ).
We consider all M lags, denoted by k 1 , . . . , k M , where M is the size of the lag set. We sort all lags such that . This scheme corresponds to the situation where we assign equal weight to increments with equal lag and is in fact the GLS. Example 2 Pairs of observations that are further apart or with longer increments are less correlated compared to pairs that are closer to each other. It is reasonable to assume that after a certain threshold lag, the increments contribute little to the variogram estimation. That means we may assign 0 weights to increments corresponding to lags longer than the threshold lag, or leave out these increments in our classification procedure. All unique lags are
and let the threshold lag be k m , then A is defined as follows:
Increments corresponding to lags that are longer than k m do not have a corresponding row in A. Using the illustration in Fig. 1 , if we assume the threshold lag to be 4, then increments f , g, h and i will not have a row to represent them in A because their lags are longer than the threshold. Example 3 Similar to Example 2, instead of assigning all 0 weights to increments corresponding to lags that are longer than the threshold lag k m , we could also put some constant weight to all pairs with increments with lags that are at least as long as the threshold. In other words, we combine all increments corresponding to lags that are longer or equal to the threshold in the same category. The matrix A is the following:
Using the same threshold lag of 4 as in Example 2, the rows for increments f , g, h and i in A will be [0, . . . , 0, 1] to indicate that the increments corresponding to lags that are longer than the threshold will have the same weights. Example 4 For a process defined on a grid, the characteristics of increments on the edges of the grid can be quite different from that of increments not on the edges. This edge effect poses another estimation problem for spatial processes as the number of boundary points increases with the size of the grid (Guyon, 1982; Dahlhaus and Künsch, 1987; Genton, 1998b) . The edge effect can be accounted for in our model by defining the categories according to both the lag set and whether the increment is on one of the edges or not. Then m = m 1 +m 2 where m 1 is the size of the lag set on the edges and m 2 is the size of the lag set not on the edges, and the rest of the setup is similar to that in Examples 1, 2 and 3 depending on what lag set is used for the analysis. In Fig. 1 , the row for increment c in A will be different from that for a and b as the latter two are on the edges while c is not. Increments g and h will also be treated differently under this setup. Example 5 For anisotropic processes, the increments can be grouped according to both the lags and their directions. Then m becomes the number of these directed lags, and
, if the ith increment has the jth directed lag, 0, otherwise.
For this example, increments a and b in Fig. 1 will have identical rows, which are different from that of increment c. The rows for g and h will also be different.
The efficiency of estimating equations can be evaluated using the Godambe information matrix (Stefanski and Boos, 2002; Varin et al., 2011) . For a set of unbiased estimated equations ψ(θ) = 0, the Godambe information matrix is G(θ) = (
) whereψ(θ) is the p × p matrix whose jth column is ∂ψ(θ)/∂θ j (Varin et al., 2011) . For our estimating equations given in (2.2), the Godambe information matrix is
The inverse matrix G(θ) −1 represents the approximate covariance matrix of the estimates obtained from these estimating equations with its diagonal elements as the approximate variances. The resulting unbiased estimator is asymptotically normally distributed with approximate covariance matrix G(θ) −1 . For our proposed approximation framework, the Godambe information matrix is dependent on the matrix A as
Since different methods (WLS, GLS, GLS with edge effect and others) and different lag sets are associated with different A's, statistical efficiencies of these methods and the effect of lag set can be examined and compared through the matrix G(θ) −1 , the approximate asymptotic covariance matrix. Since the estimators have relatively simple forms, it is feasible to derive the general forms of their corresponding G(θ) −1 's. In the numerical studies carried out in Section 3.1, we are able to numerically compute G(θ) −1 's to compare the statistical efficiencies of these different methods. Thus, the proposed mechanism provides us with a new framework to conveniently study the edge effect and lag set effect.
Theoretical properties
Letθ be the exact estimator obtained from the estimation Eqs. (2.1). In this section, we study the asymptotic efficiency of the estimators with different choices of A under an increasing-domain setting. Specifically, letθ t be the estimator obtained by the GLS, andθ e be the one considering the edge effect. We show that under some mild conditions, the squared increments process is weakly dependent. In particular,θ t andθ e are asymptotically as efficient asθ. We present the results for an mdependent process. In general, a sequence of random variables {X t } is said to be m-dependent if |t − s| > m implies X t is independent of X s (Shumway and Stoffer, 2011) . In our case, this is related to if min (|d ij,kl |, The intuition behind the theorem is that a weakly dependent process defined on R 2 can be well approximated by its counterpart on a torus. It is straightforward to show that on a torus,θ t =θ without approximation, and consequentlŷ θ t has the same statistical efficiency asθ. Theorem 1 also suggests that the optimal weights defined by W can be well approximated by their lower dimensional counterparts for weakly dependent processes. In practice, this can greatly reduce the computational burden while retaining the statistical efficiency.
Numerical and simulation studies
Numerical study
We perform a set of numerical studies to explore the statistical efficiency of our proposed estimating equations approach. Many physical processes observed in real life can be modeled using fractional Brownian fields, which are a class of nonstationary Gaussian random fields with stationary increments. Fractional Brownian fields for spatial processes defined on R 2 are just fractional Brownian surfaces. It is worth noting that fractional Brownian fields are self-similar processes, meaning their statistical properties are the same from both the increasing-domain and fixed-domain perspectives.
Let Z (s) be a fractional Brownian surface with constant mean and semivariogram γ (∥s 1 − s 2 ∥; θ) = β∥s 1 − s 2 ∥ α ,
2 , where θ = (α, β), α ∈ (0, 2) and β > 0. The parameter α determines the smoothness of the surface with larger values corresponding to smoother processes, and β is a scale parameter. The covariance V(θ) of the squared increments process Y is determined by
where d ij,kl denotes the distance between Z (i, j) and Z (k, l). We consider a fractional Brownian surface observed on an l × l regular lattice laid over a square window
with neighboring observations l −1 apart and sample size N = l 2 for N ∈ {100, 400, 1600}. The scale parameter β is set to 1, and smoothness parameter α ∈ {0.1, 0.5, 1.5}. We considered two cases, K 2 (up to 2 lags) and K 4 (up to 4 lags), to explore the effect of the lag set. For each case, we examine the effect of the three different weight matrices W(θ):
where A t is as described in Example 1 of Section 2.2, and (iii) W e (θ) which considers the edge effect. The first method corresponds to the WLS procedure, the second is the GLS, and the last one is the GLS with edge effect. We summarize the asymptotic standard deviations of the estimators at the true values using the diagonal elements of G(θ) −1 in Table 1 . For all cases, a large sample size and a large lag set reduce the asymptotic variability of the estimates. As the surface becomes smoother, i.e. α becomes bigger, the asymptotic standard deviation of the estimate increases. It typically becomes more difficult to estimate the parameters for a smooth process as noted in Sun and Stein (2016) where the Whittle covariance model is compared with the exponential model. Among the three methods using different weight matrices, the approach using a weight matrix incorporating the edge effect performs the best, and the one analogous to the WLS performs the worst with the highest asymptotic standard deviations of the estimates as seen in Table 1 . For smoother processes, the reduction in the asymptotic standard deviations of the estimates when we account for the edge effect using the GLS is also generally higher compared to coarser processes. A set of simulation study is also carried out to compute the actual standard deviations of the estimates. A similar trend is observed as that in the asymptotic standard deviations of the estimates. Table 1 demonstrates that the larger lag set K 4 produces smaller asymptotic standard deviations of the estimates compared to the lag set K 2 for all three estimating equations methods. To understand whether increasing the lag set is always able to improve the performance of the estimators, we compute the asymptotic standard deviations for all possible lag sets when N = 100. More specifically, we consider the respective standard deviations of estimates for K = {k 1 , . . . , k M }, k 1 < · · · < k M , and we select M = 50. The asymptotic standard deviations of the estimates of the GLS and WLS (given in Fig. 2) show drastically different patterns. For the GLS method, it is best to select the largest possible lag set as the asymptotic standard deviations of the estimates decrease with the lag size. On the other hand, the WLS performs best when the lag size is somewhere between 2 and 4 lags, and works poorly when the lag size becomes very large, especially for smooth processes with high α. Our observation is consistent with other works in the literature. Using simulation studies, Zhu and Stein (2002) demonstrated that the optimal lag size for the GLS estimator is the largest possible lag set. Both Zhu and Stein (2002) and Davies and Hall (1999) noted that the lags beyond 2 yield poor estimates for the OLS estimators, which is a simplified version of the WLS estimators considered in this paper.
The performance of the GLS estimators improves when the lag size increases, but it is not realistic to consider the largest possible lag set for computational reasons. Therefore, we would like to study how using a partial set of all possible lags affects the weight associated with each lag. We denote by w 1 , . . . , w M the corresponding weights for lags k 1 , . . . , k M when all possible lags are considered. Letẘ 1 , . . . ,ẘ m be the weights for lags k 1 , . . . , k m when using lags up to k m . We usẽ w 1 , . . . ,w m−1 ,w ≥m to represent the weights when using all lags, wherew i is the weight for lag k i , i = 1, . . . , m − 1, and w ≥m is the total weight for all pairs with lags ≥ k m . Using a long partial set (m = 16 versus m = 11) improves the efficiency of the GLS estimators regardless of the type of weighting schemes we use. When m = 16, compared to the weights {ẘ 1 , . . . ,ẘ 16 } that use only the first 16 lags, the weights {w 1 , . . . ,w 15 ,w ≥16 } are closer to that obtained using all possible lags as seen in the left panel of Fig. 3 , and their corresponding asymptotic standard deviations are also closer to that found using all lags as seen in Table 2 . Therefore, in this case, combining all lags at least as long as the threshold in one category improves the quality of approximation, while the computational costs of these two methods are about the same. However, it is also worth pointing out that including more lags in this way is not always beneficial. For example, when m = 11, both the right panel of Fig. 3 and Table 2 show that {ẘ 1 , . . . ,ẘ 11 } provides better approximations and leads to smaller standard deviations ofθ for α = 0.5 and 1.5, compared to {w 1 , . . . ,w 10 ,w ≥11 }. This is due to the reason that m = 11 is not sufficient for such strongly dependent processes, so that k 11 is still too significant to be combined with other lags in one category. 
Table 2
Properties of estimates of θ = (α, β) in the semivariogram model β∥s 1 − s 2 ∥ α for N = 100 observations in [0, 1] 2 when α = {0.1, 0.5, 1.5} and β = 1. Entries are asymptotic standard deviations (×1000) of (α,β) calculated from G(θ) −1 for three types of weights: w,w,ẘ with m = 16, 11. 
Simulation study
A simulation study is also carried out to compare the efficiency of the three different methods. Using the same setup as in the previous subsection, we simulate fractional Brownian surfaces with constant mean, α = {0.1, 0.5, 1.5} and β = 1 on a l ×l regular grid with the sample size N = l 2 = {100, 400, 1600} for 500 replications for each combination. The boxplots and the mean squared errors of parameter estimates are given in Fig. 4 and Table 3 respectively. Among the three methods, the WLS performs the worst with both the largest bias and the largest variance, and fails to converge including the cases when N = 400 and 600 for α = 0.5 due to its incorrect weighting scheme. Taking the edge effect into consideration improves the efficiency of the GLS, especially when the sample size N is small and the dependence of the process is strong, i.e., when α is large. For irregularly spaced observations, the results are very similar to that for observations on a grid: the GLS with edge effect works much better than the other two. Certainly how we choose the border to define pairs on the edge is very important. For example, consider 100 irregularly spaced points in a unit square. When the lag set K 2 (up to 2 lags) is selected, we classify all Table 3 MSEs (×1000) of (α,β) using three different weight matrices: W d (WLS), W t (GLS) and W e (GLS with edge effect) for lag set K 2 with 500 replications. pairs to three categories with lags corresponding to 1, √ 2 and 2, respectively. We then take 0.1 as the width of the border and treat pairs with at least one point in the border area as pairs on the edge. The resulting A matrix has the same size as the regularly spaced case, and the GLS method with the edge effect corrected also outperforms the GLS without the edge effect and the WLS with similar numerical results seen in Table 1 and Fig. 4. 
Application
Data description
As a major component of soil hydrology, soil moisture is critical in shaping the ecosystem response to the physical environment. Soil moisture helps to understand and predict variations of surface temperature, drought, flood, weather forecasting and climate change (Robock et al., 2000) . Thus, it is the interest of many to characterize and predict any spatial features of the soil moisture, especially near the surface soil moisture, that is to be able to estimate the variogram accurately.
The Mississippi River has the fourth largest drainage basin in the world and also the largest in the North America. The Mississippi River basin covers more than 1,245,000 miles 2 (3,220,000 km 2 ), including all or parts of 33 U.S. states and two Canadian provinces. We obtained daily soil moisture data generated using numerical models at the top layer of the Mississippi River basin on January 1, 2004, from a spatial region from 92.475
• to 107.646
• W longitude and 32.446
• to 43.363
• N latitude. About 11% of the observations are missing, mostly scattered on the edges of this region (see Fig. 5 ). This data set has been also studied by Huang and Sun (2018) for fitting a Gaussian process model. We take the largest region with the least amount of missing observations, i.e., longitudes between 93.142
• and 107.058
• W and latitudes between 33.029
• and 42.946
• N, and use linear interpolation to infill any remaining missing values. We are able to collect two sets of data at two different resolutions: (1) the averaged soil moisture data on a grid of size 21 × 15 with spatial resolution of 0.6667
• in both the longitude and latitude, and (2) the averaged data on a 42 × 30 grid with spatial resolution of 0.3333
• in both directions. Since the data are on the globe, we would have to map the region, which is actually a trapezoid, onto a regular rectangle using the one-to-one mapping procedure explained in Chang and Stein (2014) to ensure the data is in a grid format. Since 1
• change in the longitude is not the same as 1
• change in the latitude, we used the actual distances between two grid points instead of the coordinate representation to account for the difference in length for the rest of the analysis. 
Variogram estimation
We assume the averaged daily soil moisture data to be a fractional Brownian surface with a constant mean and a semivariogram γ (∥h∥; α, β) = β∥h∥ α , where ∥h∥ is the distance between two grid points of the Mississippi River basin.
An exploratory analysis demonstrates that the averaged daily soil moisture data is isotropic. Three different methods are applied to both data sets to estimate the parameters of the variogram, and the lag set K consists of all lags that are shorter than 7.35 km.
Among the three methods, the WLS fails to achieve a reasonable estimate for the smoothness parameter α due to the incorrect weighting scheme associated with the WLS. The estimates for (α, β) for the GLS and GLS with edge effect are given in Table 4 . The estimated smoothness parameter,α for the low resolution data set is greater than the corresponding estimate from the high resolution data set due to the high degree of smoothness associated with the former. Based on these parameter estimates, we plot the estimated variogram using the GLS, GLS with edge effect, and the smoothed empirical variogram on Fig. 6 . The smoothed empirical variogram is obtained using the kernel smoothing in geoR package. It is not surprising to observe that for both data sets at different resolutions, accounting for the edge effect increases the smoothness parameter estimates. Although the estimated variograms of the GLS with and without the edge effect do not differ much due to the moderate sizes of the grid we studied, a method that takes the edge effect into consideration is probably the more appropriate choice among the two.
Prediction
The estimated variograms using various methods can be used for predictions. Out of the total of 315 grid points from the low resolution data set, we randomly leave out 30 points, fit both the GLS and the GLS with edge effect, and then predict soil moisture values at these 30 points. For the high resolution data set, a similar set up is adopted except that we randomly leave out 120 points from the total of 1260 grid points. We repeat the same procedure for 1000 times, and compute the means, standard deviations of the prediction errors and the continuous ranked probability score (CRPS, Gneiting and Raftery, 2007) of different models. For both the low and high resolution data, the means and standard deviations of the prediction errors are fairly small. The CRPS is around 0.23 for the low resolution data set and 0.26 for the high resolution data, suggesting that the prediction is more accurate and precise for the low resolution data. When the edge effect is accounted for, the CRPS improves by about 0.01% for both cases. The improvement is expected to be more significant for processes with much stronger dependence.
Discussion
We proposed a new framework for the variogram estimation using estimating equations. Many frequently adopted models in the literature are special cases of the proposed method, implying a wide application of the results presented here. Using a low rank approximation for the weight matrix, our method achieves high computational efficiency. This approach allows users to easily change lag sets, conveniently adjust how the weights are assigned to long lags and readily incorporate the edge effect, offering flexibility to satisfy a wide range of needs.
For spatial modeling, when the lag set effect for spatial modeling is concerned, we recommend to assign a fixed weight to all the lags that are at least as long as the threshold rather than a complete omission. The gain in statistical efficiency outweighs the marginal increase in the computational cost, as seen in our numerical studies. It is intuitive to learn that the GLS outperforms the WLS, and accounting for the edge effect further improves the efficiency of the GLS, especially for smooth processes, where the dependence is strong, on a small grid. Several authors (Zhu and Stein, 2002; Sun and Stein, 2016 ) also noted that parameter estimation becomes challenging for smooth processes. Our approach perhaps offers a solution to this problem. Moreover, in this paper, we have not considered variogram estimation in the presence of trend (Bliznyuk et al., 2012) using our framework. This is worthy of further study.
Appendix. Proof of Theorem 1
We use the same notations as in Sections 2.1 and 3.1. The original n × p weight matrix is W while the weight matrix of the same dimension corresponding to the GLS procedure is W t .
Suppose we have a regular square grid on [− Fig. 7 ), the resulting covariance matrix for the m−dependent squared increments process Y is denoted by V, which is the covariance matrix we are interested in. The matrix V is a n × n banded matrix from the m−dependence. Here, m denotes the spatial dependence range, or the support of the covariance. The correlation is exactly zero beyond the m distance, leading to all the zero entries in the V matrix as shown in Eq. (A.1). Now we consider the process on a torus, meaning the covariance function is periodic. The resulting covariance matrix is (block) circulant, denoted by V τ , with the dimension of 2n × 2n: We first show the number of the non-zero elements in W t − W is bounded, and these elements go to 0 as n → ∞. We an n × n matrix can be embedded in a larger matrix of size 2n × 2n. For a process defined on a torus, pairs of observations with the same lag are equivalent geometrically. These pairs of observations would be assigned an equal weight in our setup.
Suppose we consider all paired increments with lags ≤ k M , and n k 1 + · · · + n k M = n where n i is the number of increments with lag i for i ∈ K, then elements of each column of W t are of O(1/n) as each column of W t is a set of normalized weights for the n elements in Y. → 0 as n → ∞, where v max is the maximum element of V * .
Following a similar argument, the proof for the asymptotic efficiency of the estimator obtained from the GLS with edge effect is straightforward.
